
Patterns on CD
Stained Glass Patterns on CD from Paned Expressions Studios 

Collections for the intermediate to advanced craftsperson!  Each design is shown in full color and as a line drawing in .JPG, .TIF and Glass Eye formats.  
Easy to re-size, reshape, change color and print from both PC and MAC computers.  Simple instructions are included on the CD.  Purchase the series and 
have a huge library of over 1,400 patterns! 

#CD4 -  
Oceans & Islands

Over 60 patterns - all tropical 
beauties.  Florals, island 

scenes, under the water and 
on the water.

#CD7 - 
Nature's Bounty
Over 100 patterns of animals, 
landscapes, seascapes, 
everything Mother Nature 
gives in abundance.

#CD6 -  
Into Africa

Everything African.   
Wild animals, tribal life, 

fantastic landscapes.   
Over 80 patterns.   

The first of its kind.

#CD5 -  
In Full Bloom
Over 80 patterns.  Everything 
blooming floral entryways, 
fire screens, fan lamps, 
lanterns and panels. 

#CD8 -  
West by Southwest
Much requested collection 
of Indian design & Western 
themed patterns.  Over 80 
patterns.

#CD3 -  
Catch The Light
Over 90 patterns - 
suncatchers, lightcatchers, 
fan lamps, corner treatments 
for holidays and everyday.

#CD1-  
Our Favorite Patterns
Over 100 Designs from 
nature, animals, fantasy and 
flowers.

#CD12 - Playin’ Games
From baseball to volleyball, 
rowing and rugby - over  
80 patterns for virtually  
all sports are included.   
Fan lamps, suncatchers  
and window panels!

#CD20 - Tradition!
119 patterns of traditional  

S .G. window pattens!  
Designs from over the last 

century – Tiffany, Art Deco, 
Art Nouveau, Victorian, arts 

& crafts, Prairie and more.

#CD19 -  
Orient Express...ions
Over 70 patterns representing 
nearly every Japanese subject 
from Kabuki to Kanji, 
landscapes to seascapes.

#CD18 - BeBeveled
Over 50 patterns of 

innovative designs using 
American Bevel Clusters as 
accents, borders, and pieces 

in larger stained glass panels.

#CD17 - Water,  
Water Everywhere
Water themed patterns 
from warm tropical waters 
to frozen waters of the Far 
North, from still waters to 
rapids - over 70 patterns.

#CD14 - S. G. Lite
Over 130 patterns all under 
100 pieces for those who 
love to do a window each 
weekend, many subjects & 
styles are included in this 
less complicated collection. 

#CD13 - Mirror Image
From Art Deco to Victorian, 

Nature to Cute Critters, 
virtually all mirror styles are 

included in this collection 
of beautiful and fun wall 

mirrors!

#CD2 -  
Pure Fantasy

Over 50 patterns of dragons, 
wizards, trolls, fairies, 
gnomes.  A complete 
collection of fantastic 

creatures

#CD16 -  
In Full Bloom II
Pattern collection  of some 
of the nearly 80 Patterns 
included on this CD from 
Asters to Zinnias.

#CD15 -   
From Russia With Love
Over 70 attractive patterns 

of traditional landscape 
windows, doors, entryways, 

sidelights and transoms.

#CD9 - 
Screen Gems

Over 80 patterns for fireplace 
screens and room divider 

screens.  (See #663 Fireplace 
Frame.)

#CD21 -  
Pattern ProFUSION
62 hot projects with 
instructions and drawings 
for each fused layer.  Choose 
from critters, florals, nature 
& southwest designs.

#CD221 - All Critters 
Great And Small

Over 80 patterns.  Everything 
blooming floral entryways, 

fire screens, fan lamps, 
lanterns and panels.

#CD23 - Transported
Everything to do with getting 
from here to there.  Hot 
air balloons, hang gliding, 
fighter planes, dozens of 
classic cars, bikes skiers, 
animal transport and more!

Mix & Match Paned Expression CDs for Quantity Discount!


